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TV program 

Ok, I am going to talk about the TV program named Day Day Up, a popular Chinese talk 

show broadcast on the Hunan satellite TV. The show is co-

hosted by Wang Han, and some other popular stars. The talk show was designed to play a

n active role in conveying  [kən'veiiŋ] 输送；传输 traditional Chinese values 

to viewers in order to  

promote harmony in Chinese society. The program has drawn great attention from the pu

blic especially student groups and other young people for its hilarious [hɪ'leərɪəs] 

humor, style, and the adorable public figures who appear as guests.  

What set Day Day Up apart from conventional talk shows is that it is contains a combinat

ion of Guest Show and Talk Show, for example: dancing, singing and all other stage perf

ormance are usually combined together with the humorous interactions between the yout

hful brother-

like hosts with the guests and the lively audiences. While apart from the great entertainm

ent, the show will always educate everyone involved, like the presented audience as well 

as those watched in front of TV or PC screens. 

It's very entertaining, interesting and harmless. Every week i will watch that TV program 

with my roommates. It does give up the positive attitude for life.  

How TV show influence our life? 

Critics of television claim that TV takes away too much of our free time so that 

we lack time for other activities like family conversations, reading, getting exercise. 

Television contributes to our education and knowledge. Documentaries and information 

programs give us insight on nature, our environment and political events. 

Sports attract the biggest audiences on television.  TV stations 

pay enormous amounts of money to broadcast big sport events, like the Olympic 

Games, or professional basketball, football and baseball. 
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